ABSTRACT. The variation of spectral subspaces for linear self-adjoint operators under an additive bounded off-diagonal perturbation is studied. To this end, the optimization approach for general perturbations in [arXiv:1310[arXiv: .4360 (2013] is adapted. It is shown that this time the solution to the corresponding optimization problem has no finite realization. A suitable choice of the involved parameters provides a rotation bound on the subspaces that is stronger than the previously known one from
INTRODUCTION
The present short note ties in with the considerations from the author's work [9] . Here we deal with the case of off-diagonal perturbations. For completeness of the presentation, we recall the problem and neccessary facts. A short survey on the matter can also be found in [3] .
For the whole note let A be a self-adjoint possibly unbounded operator on a separable Hilbert space H such that the spectrum of A is separated as Moreover, let V be a bounded self-adjoint operator on H, and suppose that V is off-diagonal with respect to the decomposition H = Ran E A (σ) ⊕ Ran E A (Σ), that is, E A (σ)V E A (σ) = 0 = E A (Σ)V E A (Σ) .
Here, E A denotes the spectral measure for the self-adjoint operator A. In this situation, it has been shown in [8, Proposition 2.5 .22] (see also [6, respectively. This gap non-closing condition on V is known to be sharp, see [6, Example 1.5] .
Analogously to the case of general perturbations, one is interested in the best possible constant c opt-off ∈ 0,
such that the associated maximal angle
It is worth mentioning that the situation looks slightly different if the two sets σ and Σ are additionally assumed to be subordinated, that is, sup σ < inf Σ or vice versa, or if one of the two sets lies in a finite gap of the other one. In these cases, the gap non-closing condition on V can be relaxed considerably, and these relaxed conditions are also known to ensure that the associated maximal angle θ is strictly less than π/2. A survey of the corresponding results can be found, e.g., in [3] .
Under the assumption (1.1) alone, however, the value of c opt-off is unkown. It has been conjectured to be √ 3/2 = 0.8660254 . . . (see [6] ) but no proof for this is available yet. Of course, one has c opt-off ≥ c opt , where c opt ∈ 0, 1 2 is the best possible constant from [9] for general (not necessarily off-diagonal) perturbations. In particular, the maximal angle θ satisfies the bound In particular, this yields the stronger lower bound c opt-off ≥ c off . An earlier, slightly weaker result can be found in [6, Theorem 2.2] .
It should be noted that the result (1.5) was originally formulated only for the case where the operator A is assumed to be bounded, but it can easily be extended to the unbounded case. For the sake of completeness, a corresponding proof is reproduced in Remark 2.1 below.
In their recent survey article [3] , Albeverio and Motovilov have stated that c opt-off > 0.692834, based on the iteration approach from [2] and [9] adapted to the case of off-diagonal perturbations.
In the present note this approach is refined. The principal result is that c opt-off > 0.6940725 , which, together with a corresponding bound on the maximal angle, is obtained by a suitable choice of the involved parameters, see Theorem 2.5 below. We also show that, in contrast to the case of general perturbations, the optimization problem analogous to the one in [9] can not be reduced to a finite-dimensional problem, see Proposition 2.3 below. In fact, this optimization problem is not solved explicitly yet.
THE OPTIMIZATION PROBLEM FOR OFF-DIAGONAL PERTURBATIONS
Suppose that the off-diagonal perturbation V is non-trivial, that is,
, and denote by
Clearly, one has B t − A = td < √ 3d/2. As described in Section 1, this implies that
In particular, for 0 ≤ t < √ 3/2 one has P t = E Bt (ω t ) and
, and let 0 = t 0 < · · · < t n+1 = t with n ∈ N 0 be a finite partition of the interval [0, t]. As in [2] and [9] , the triangle inequality for the maximal angle (see, e.g., [4, Corollary 4]) yields (2.2)
Moreover, taking into account the a priori bound (2.1), we observe that
In particular, the bound (1.4) for general perturbations implies that . Since also each λ j is small and arcsin(x)/x → 1 as x → 0, we conclude from (2.2) and (2.4) that 
It turns out that the bound (1.5) on the maximal angle is stronger than (1.4), see Lemma 2.2 (a) below. However, part (b) of the same lemma indicates that the situation changes when the estimate on the maximal angle is iterated.
Lemma 2.2.
(
Moreover, the number ε can be chosen independently of r from a compact subinterval of 0,
2 . Proof. Let r with 0 ≤ r < √ 3/2 be arbitrary, and define
Taking into account that 1 − 2δ τ = 2 − √ 1 + 4τ 2 , one computes
For r = 0, the inequality h ′ 0 (s) < 0 is equivalent to √ 1 − π 2 s 2 < 2− √ 1 + 4s 2 , and it is easy to verify that the latter is valid for 0 < s ≤ 1/π. Since h 0 (0) = 0, this implies that h 0 (s) < 0 for 0 < s ≤ 1/π, which proves (a). Now, let r > 0. In this case, the inequality h ′ r (s) > 0 is equivalent to
which, in turn, can be rewritten as
Dividing the latter inequality for s > r by s − r and then letting s approach r, one arrives at the inequality
which is obviously valid for 0 < r < √ 3/2. Hence, by continuity, one concludes that h ′ r (s) > 0 if s > r is sufficiently close to r. Since h r (r) = 0, this proves the first claim in (b). The second claim that ε can be chosen independently of r from a compact subinterval of 0, follows by the same reasoning and the fact that the left-hand side of (2.5) is bounded away from 0 for r from a compact subinterval of 0,
The preceding lemma demonstrates one of the main differences between the current case of off-diagonal perturbations and the one of general perturbations. Namely, the function τ → 1 − 2δ τ from the lower bound (2.1) is not affine, which corresponds to the fact that for B s = B r + (B s − B r ) with 0 < r < s the perturbation B s −B r does not need to be (and usually is not) off-diagonal with respect to the decomposition H = Ran P r ⊕ Ran P ⊥ r . By contrast, the corresponding function τ → 1 − 2τ for general perturbations is affine. In particular, for 0 ≤ r < s < 1/2 with λ := s−r
cf. [2, Remark 5.5], regardless of whether r > 0 or r = 0. The effect expressed by Lemma 2.2 is therefore not present in the case of general perturbations. In view of (2.2) and (2.3), Lemma 2.2 suggests to consider the approach (2.6)
provided that λ j ≤ 1/π for j = 1, . . . , n and that λ 0 = t 1 ≤ c off with c off as in (1.5). The optimization problem then consists in minimizing the right-hand side of (2.6) for fixed t ∈ 0,
over all these choices of partitions of the intervall [0, t]. This is the natural adaption of the approach in [2] and [9] to the current situation of off-diagonal perturbations V .
The following result is a direct application of Lemma 2.2 (b). Proof. Let 0 = t 0 < · · · < t n+1 = t with n ∈ N 0 be an arbitrary partition of the interval [0, t]. For every r ∈ (0, t 1 ) one has
Since the number ε in Lemma 2.2 (b) can be chosen independently of r from a compact subinterval of (0, t 1 ) ⊂ 0,
2 , we may choose r in such a way that
The refined partition 0 = t 0 < r < t 1 < · · · < t n+1 = t then leads to a righthand side in (2.6) which is strictly less than the one corresponding to the original partition of the interval [0, t].
Remark 2.4. Iterating the argument in the proof of Proposition 2.3 shows that,
from the point of view of minimizing the right-hand side of (2.6), one may always assume that λ 0 = 0. In other words, the first summand of the right-hand side of (2.6) can be replaced by 1 2 arcsin(πλ 0 ), provided that λ 0 ≤ 1/π, without affecting the optimization result. In fact, the latter has been considered in [3] . However, when considering specific finite partitions of the interval [0, t], Lemma 2. 2 (a) shows that the current approach (2.6) is more suitable.
Another difficulty in the problem of minimizing the right-hand side of (2.6) arises by the fact that, given a partition of the interval [0, t], an efficient explicit representation of t in terms of the corresponding parameters λ j is not at hand. In contrast to the case of general perturbations (cf. [9, Section 3]), it is thus unclear how to determine the critical points for the reduced finite-dimensional optimization problems associated with a fixed number of supporting points in the partitions.
In fact, the problem of minimizing the right-hand side of (2.6) is not solved explicitly yet. So far, the author can only guess a choice of the parameters λ j guaranteeing that c opt-off > 0.694. In view of Proposition 2.3, this guess seems to be a reasonable compromise between the complexity of the choice of the parameters and the strength of the result:
Let n = 4. Choose λ 0 ∈ (0, c off ) such that
and λ j ∈ 0,
, that is,
For this choice of n and λ j the right-hand side of (2.6) equals π/2. A numerical calculation gives
Upon observing that the mapping 0,
is strictly increasing, one verifies that
In the same way, one has 
Clearly, the function N * off is strictly increasing, continuous on [0, c * off ], and continuously differentiable on (0, c * off ) \ {t 2 , t 3 , t 4 }. Using the partition 0 =: t 0 ≤ · · · ≤ t j ≤ t for t j ≤ t < t j+1 , it follows from (2.6) that
Taking into account that B t = A + V with t = V /d, the preceding considerations now summarize to the following theorem, the main result in this note. 
where the function N * off is given by (2.8). It is a direct consequence of Theorem 2.5 that the best possible constant c opt-off in (1.3) satisfies the lower bound (2.9) c opt-off > c * off > 0.6940725 , where the fact that the first inequality in (2.9) is strict is due to Proposition 2.3. Furthermore, numerical evaluations suggest that the corresponding bound on the maximal angle between the subspaces Ran E A (σ) and Ran E A+V O d/2 (σ) is indeed stronger than the one given by (1.5) , that is, N * off (t) < π 2 t 0 dτ 1 − 2δ τ for t 1 < t ≤ c off .
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